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Abstract
Deepening Consciousness and Furthering Teaching Ability by Debating About the Family
Ayaka BABA
Faculty of Child Development and Education, Uekusa Gakuen University
　The ministry's curriculum guideline for home economics in elementary school includes materials regarding teaching 
about the family and family life. This study is a report of lesson practice which is intended to develop students’ thinking 
about the family and family life using debate. Debate permits us to think from various perspectives, without the need 
of a personal opinion, which makes it a suitable method for thinking about the family. Students aspiring to become 
elementary school teachers had in-class debates about two themes relevant to the family and determined whether the 
affirmative team or negative team won. Making affirmative or negative remarks, students discovered new ideas about 
the family and family life. In addition, they acquired information to teach elementary school students about the family, 
so they tried creating a teaching plan and teaching trial lessons on the family in four groups. Those lessons were the 
results of their experiences and ideas coming from the debates.
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